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STRUCTURED ABSTRACT 
Purpose: In this work, we developed a computational method that allowed us to systematically 
evaluate the reserved alarm sounds of the IEC 60601-1-8 international medical alarm standard to 
determine when and how they can be totally and partially masked. Scope: IEC 60601-1-8 gives 
engineers instruction for creating human-perceivable auditory medical alarms. This includes 
reserved alarm sounds: common types of alarms in which each is a tonal melody. Even when this 
standard is honored, practitioners still fail to hear alarms. Simultaneous masking, a condition in 
which one or more alarms is imperceptible in the presence of other concurrently sounding alarms 
due to limitations of the human sensory system, is partially responsible for this. Methods: In this 
research, we use automated proof techniques to determine if masking can occur in a modeled 
configuration of medical alarms. This allows us to determine when and how reserved alarm 
sounds can mask other reserved alarms and to explore parameters to address discovered 
problems. Results: Significant masking problems were found for both the total and partial 
masking of high-, medium-, and low-priority reserved alarm sounds. We also showed that 
discovered problems can be mitigated by setting alarm volumes to standard values based on priority 
level and by randomizing the timing of alarm tones. We also created an easy-to-use tool so that 
medical alarm designers can apply our method and findings to the design of alarm sounds. Key 
Words: Medical devices and technologies, Medical Alarms, Audition, Patient safety, 
Psychophysical methods, Computational modeling  

PURPOSE 
This research used novel, formal, proof-based analyses to investigate and improve the audibility 
of concurrently sounding medical alarms from the IEC 60601-1-8 international medical alarm 
standard. 

The failure of humans to respond to auditory medical alarms has resulted in numerous 
patient injuries and deaths and is thus a major safety concern.13,14,35,36 A relatively understudied 
source of response failures has to do with simultaneous masking, a condition in which concurrent 
sounds interact in ways that make one or more of them imperceptible due to physical limitations 
of human perception.20 The widely used IEC 60601-1-8 international medical alarm standard was 
created to improve alarm discernibility and identification.24 It gives designers a collection of 
standard reserved sounds for use in common alarm conditions. It also provides instructions for 
designing new alarm sounds. Unfortunately, the melodic tonal patterns of IEC 60601-1-8’s alarms 
are particularly susceptible to simultaneous masking. This is very dangerous because, in medical 
environments, where seconds can mean the difference between the life and death of a patient, a 
human’s ability to hear an alarm is necessary for him or her to appropriately react to it. Thus, there 
was a real and urgent need to address this limitation of the IEC 60601-1-8.  

Experts have acknowledged that masking is a problem in medical alarms,15-17,25,29,31,32 and 
instances of it have been detected experimentally.30,37 However, masking may only occur with 
very specific combinations of multiple alarms and temporal overlaps between them. It is therefore 
virtually impossible to use observational or experimental methods to evaluate all the combinations 
of alarm interactions to find masking. To address this, we developed a novel method that uses formal 
modeling, psychophysical modeling, and proof-based verification analysis to automatically 
examine all the possible interactions within a modeled alarm configuration to determine if 
masking is possible.4,21-23 In this work, we updated this method and evaluated the masking potential 
of IEC 60601-1-8 medical alarms. We then used the method to analyze the standard and identify 
changes to it that would prevent masking from occurring. This was achieved by accomplishing three 
specific aims:  
AIM 1: EXTEND THE MASKING DETECTION METHOD. To enable our method’s use to 
evaluate the alarms of IEC 60601-1-8, we needed to extend and validate it. To accomplish this, we 
improved the method’s scalability (to allow for the analysis of more concurrently sounding 
alarms); added the ability to search through the standard’s open parameters to find conditions that 
both produce and avoid masking; enabled the method to account for additional harmonics in 
alarm sounds; and validated method predictions with a human subjects study.  



AIM 2: DETECT AND CORRECT MASKING IN IEC 60601-1-8 ALARM SOUNDS. We used 
the extended method from Aim 1 to evaluate the reserved alarms of IEC 60601-1-8 to determine if 
each alarm is capable of being masked. We then used the method to identify values of the standard’s 
open parameters that avoided masking. We used these findings to recommend standard modifications. 
AIM 3: DEVELOP A PROCEDURE TO DESIGN AND TEST NEW ALARMS. To enable our 
method’s use in the design of IEC 60601-1-8–compliant alarms, we will define a procedure. 
This procedure will allow engineers to both test whether an alarm design contains masking and 
use the method’s new search capabilities to find design parameters that avoid it. Case studies will be 
used to show that the method supports its intended design goals.  

SCOPE 
BACKGROUND. Below, we cover the background on our method and the IEC 60601-1-8. 
Our Method. Our method4,21-23 uses a unique combination of psychoacoustics and model checking 
to determine if simultaneous masking is possible in a modeled configuration of medical alarms.  
The psychoacoustics of simultaneous masking9 mathematically represent how the volume and 
tone/frequency of a sound cause masking. These are based on how the sensitivity of sensory cells 
on the inner ear’s basilar membrane changes in the presence of other sounds. This threshold 
shift is represented as a masking curve. For tonal sounds, like those used in the IEC 
60601-1-8, the masking curve for a given masking sound (the masker) is represented as  

(1)

for which zmaskee and zmasker are the frequency of the potentially masked sound (the maskee) and the 
masker, respectively, on the Bark scale12 and vmasker is the volume of the masker in dB. The spreading 
function spreadmasker represents how the masking effect changes as the frequency distance between the 
maskee and masker (zmaskee - zmasker or δz) changes:  

(2) 

Masking effects are additive, such that masking potential increases with the number of sounds in 
the environment.27 The additive process produces a new absolute threshold of hearing (in dB) of a 
sound (the potential maskee) in the presence of N masker sounds with the formulation9:  

(3) 

In this, α is a constant that can vary based on the type of sounds. In our work, we use α = 0.33, 
because it is most appropriate for tonal sounds masking other tonal sounds. Furthermore, absmaskee is 
the original absolute threshold of hearing at the maskee’s frequency. This is represented by  

(4) 

in which f maskee is the maskee’s frequency in Hz. 



With these psychoacoustics, if the potential maskee’s volume is less than or equal to the new 
threshold (mthreshmaskee Eq. [3]), the maskee will be simultaneously masked.  
These psychoacoustics have been validated across many applications1,10 and are the basis of the 
MPEG and other “lossy” audio codecs.9 More specifics about the psychoacoustics can be found in 
other publications.5,23

Model checking11 is an automated approach to performing mathematical proofs (called 
formal verification), which comes from the larger discipline of formal methods. To perform model 
checking, an analyst must create a formal model that captures a target system’s behavior. This is 
usually represented as a collection of concurrently executing state machines: a set of variables and 
transitions between variable values. Specification properties are used to assert desirable system 
conditions using a combination of model variables, Boolean logic operators, and temporal 
operators.19 The model check approach to formal verification proves whether or not the model 
satisfies the specification by exhaustively searching the system model’s statespace. The specification 
is proven true if no violation is found. If one is discovered, the model checker produces a 
counterexample: a trace through the model that shows how the violation manifested.  

When psychoacoustics and model checking were combined together in our method (Fig. 
1),4,23 analysts used an Excel spreadsheet to model alarms. Software then automatically generates 
formal models of the represented alarms along with the specification properties for checking 
whether masking can occur. The method supported the ability to detect both the partial and 
total masking of each modeled alarm in the configuration. When one of these properties was 
checked, the model checker considered all the possible alarm sound interactions to see if it 
could discover masking. 

Fig. 1: The method for using model checking to discover masking 
between concurrently sounding medical alarms.5,6

Older versions of our method4,21-23 were used to evaluate realistic applications. However, 
analyses took prohibitively long to complete. For example, partial masking analyses for one alarm 
of a telemetry monitor took 4.57 days. Thus, scalability improvements were required.

IEC 60601-1-8 and its Reserved Alarm Sounds. To help alarm designers and improve alarm 
recognition across the healthcare industry, the IEC 60601-1-8 international standard has a collection 
of reserved alarm sounds. These represent common types of alarms that can be used across devices. 
Each tone is described using a Helmholtz name (a letter representing a piano note). There are eight 
high-priority alarms, eight medium-priority alarms, and one low-priority alarm (Table 1). The 
high-priority alarm melodies have 10 sequential tones, with pauses between each tone. The medium-
priority alarms have three sequential tones separated by pauses; these three tones of medium-
priority alarms are the first three tones of their high-priority counterparts (though not necessarily with 
the same timings and volumes). The low-priority alarm has two sequential tones, with a pause in 
between.  

The standard does not require specific volumes and timings of these sounds. Rather, there is a 
range of acceptable values that conform with the general alarm design guidelines of the standard. 
The relevant parameters are summarized in Table 3. 



Table 1: Melodies used for IEC 60601-1-8 Reserved Alarm Sounds Table 2: Musical Pitches

Note. Numbers under the table indicate the order in which a tone is played in an alarm’s melody. The first three 
tones of each high-priority alarm are the same as the corresponding medium-priority alarm. The last five tones 
of a high-priority alarm (tones 6–10) are a repetition of the melody from the first five tones of the alarm. Letters 
are musical pitches (Table 2). There is a pause between each alarm tone. A - indicates a slightly longer pause,  
and a — represents an even longer pause. The timing of tones and pauses is described in Table 3.    

Table 3: IEC 60601-1-8 Alarm Design Parameters

METHODS 
AIM 1: METHOD UPDATES. Our new method version uses the same process shown in Fig. 1. 
However, whereas the original method used a very different architecture, in which time was explicitly 
represented by a clock and simulation steps had to account for the number of time events that were 
considered in a given analysis, the new method took a very different approach, using the 
architecture that is summarized in Fig. 2 (details can be found elsewhere5). Specifically, the formal 
model contains variables to represent the state of each of the N alarms as they change over time. 
Each state when the alarm is producing sound is given a unique identifier (i.e., Alarm1,2 is the 
state when alarm one is 



Fig. 2: Conceptual overview of how the formal alarm model from Fig. 1 works.

sounding its second tone). Whenever any alarm is not producing sound (it is not sounding or is in a 
pause), it is in state Alarm0. The start time of each alarm is an open parameter that can assume any 
real-valued time that is ≥ 0 (thus allowing the model checker to consider any potential overlapping of 
alarms). Based on a given set of alarm start times, across all alarm states, the model computes a set of 
T discrete times based on the total number of times when change events happen in the alarms. Then, 
using the psychoacoustics of simultaneous masking and the physical properties (volumes and 
frequencies) of all the alarms’ states at each time, the model computes an array of Boolean 
variables called AlarmiMasked (indexed from 1 to T corresponding to each discrete time) to indicate 
if a given alarm (Alarmi) is masked at each discrete time. Specification properties can then be 
asserted over this array so that model checking can determine if a given alarm (Alarmi) can ever be 
partially or totally masked. 

In updating the method, we enabled it to account for the masking effects of additional 
harmonics. Finally, because we expected significant scalability improvements with this new 
approach, we implemented parameter exploration by allowing analysts to use scripts to generate 
multiple versions of a model with iterative differences in parameters between models. Thus, across 
multiple model-checking analyses, the analyst could explore parameters to determine how to address 
discovered masking.  

This new architecture did not require checking across multiple model steps, and state 
information was completely derived from an array of alarm times. Thus, we hypothesized that the 
new method would be both more computationally efficient than the previous approach and less likely 
to miss masking conditions. 

We evaluated our new method with two different types of tests. In the first, we evaluated cases 
originally reported in another reference23 to determine if the new version could detect the same 
masking conditions as the old one and to compare computational efficiency (verification time) of 
the two approaches. In the second, we set out to fully characterize the scalability of the new method 
using a series of synthetic case studies based on the parameters of IEC 60601-1-8. Verifications were 
performed in parallel on a desktop workstation computer with a 12-core 3.60 GHz IntelⓇ XeonⓇ 
E5-1650 CPU with 128 gigabytes of RAM running Linux Mint.  
AIM 1: VALIDATION APPROACH. The psychoacoustics of simultaneous masking have been 
well validated,1,9,10 but they have never been shown to be valid for predicting whether someone 
will be able to hear IEC 60601-1-8 medical alarms. To address this, we conducted an IRB-approved 
study to determine if the predictions made with our method were accurate. In two standard, 200-
trial, nonparametric signal detection experiments,28 28 nursing students judged whether alarm 
sounds were present in collections of concurrently sounding standard-compliant tones (see the 
Appendix for enrollment reports). The first experiment used alarm sounds with single-frequency 
(primary harmonic) 



tones. The second experiment’s sounds included the additional, standard-required frequencies 
(often called subharmonics). T tests compared miss, false-alarm, nonparametric sensitivity, and 
nonparametric bias measures between masking and nonmasking conditions and between the two 
experiments. 
AIM 2: RESERVED SOUND ANALYSIS. For the reserved sound analyses, we used our 
updated version of the method to determine the minimum number of alarms required to mask each 
reserved alarm sound in all the following conditions: (1) each high-priority reserved alarm sound 
was analyzed in the presence of all the other high-priority alarm sounds; (2) each medium- and 
low-priority alarm sound was analyzed in the presence of all the other medium- and low-priority 
alarm sounds; and (3) each high-priority reserved alarm sound was analyzed in the presence of all 
the other medium- and low-priority alarm sounds.  

We created three base configurations of alarms that were used for the analyses: one for each of 
the (1)–(3) conditions above. Each of these configurations contained a set of reserved alarm 
sounds from Table 1. The first, which was used to evaluate masking between high-priority 
reserved alarm sounds (Condition 1), contained all the high-priority reserved alarm sounds. The 
second, which was used to evaluate masking between medium- and low-priority reserved alarm 
sounds (Condition 2), contained all the low- and medium-priority reserved alarm sounds. The third, 
which was used to evaluate the masking of high-priority reserved alarm sounds by lower-priority 
sounds (Condition 3), contained all the low- and medium-priority reserved alarm sounds along 
with a blank entry used for representing a single high-priority alarm sound. In all three base 
models, frequencies were assigned the value corresponding to the presented Helmholtz names (Table 
2). All sounds in each configuration within an alarm were given a standard volume of 80 dB (vH = 
80 and vM = 80 for high- and medium-priority alarms, respectively; see Table 3). Furthermore, to 
maximize the potential of alarms masking other alarms (and to be consistent with standard alarm 
design practice), timings were kept consistent between configurations for every alarm, with tone 
times of tH = tM = 0.2 seconds. Pause times of x = y = 0.125 seconds and z = 0.35 seconds were used.  

With these base configurations, we used the method’s parameter exploration so that the volume 
of each analyzed (masked) alarm would vary while keeping the volume of the other (masking) 
alarms at the standard level of 80 dB. For the first two configurations, the analyses iteratively set the 
analyzed alarm to each of the alarms contained in the configuration. For the third configuration, 
the analyses would iteratively insert a different high-priority reserved alarm sound into a blank 
entry; this was always the analyzed high-priority alarm. Using this approach, we automatically 
generated formal models for each alarm, in which the volume of the analyzed alarm would range 
between 35 and 80 dB (in increments of 1 dB) between models. This volume range was used 
specifically because 80 dB represents an expected upper bound on the volume of a medical alarm. 
Furthermore, the considered range accounts for the 10-dB range in variance in alarm volumes 
within a given designed alarm system. The additional variance further accounts for potential 
differences that could arise between the volumes of alarms from independently engineered 
systems. The 35-dB minimum was chosen because it should be sufficiently low enough to 
ensure the maximum potential for alarm masking. Finally, although the actual volume level of 
maskers does impact the shape of the masking curve, in which higher volumes have more masking 
than lower volumes, this variation is very minor.9 Thus, results of analyses presented with this 
method should provide a good approximation (with a minor bias toward detection) of how the 
relative volumes of maskers at any given relative volume will manifest.  

For each of the generated models, we performed multiple verifications to determine the 
minimum number of other alarms required to both partially and totally mask the analyzed alarm. As 
before, verifications were performed in parallel on a desktop workstation computer with a 12-core 
3.60 GHz IntelⓇ XeonⓇ E5-1650 CPU with 128 gigabytes of RAM running Linux Mint.  

AIM 3: PROCEDURE AND DESIGN APPROACH. Although useful for analyzing the 
masking capabilities of medical alarm designs, the method required expertise in programming and 
formal verification. Thus, to make the technology approachable to the medical device designers and 
testers, we 



have developed an easy-to-use desktop application called MAASC (Medical Alarm Audibility System 
Checker). This was implemented as a platform-independent Java program.  

RESULTS 
AIM 1: METHOD TESTING RESULTS. Our results focusing on testing the detection and 
scalability of our new version of the method showed that the new version replicated and improved 
detection capabilities compared with the legacy method and did so with significant reductions in 
verification times. 

The legacy analysis results (using application from another publication23) demonstrated that 
the new version of the method was capable of achieving the same level of masking detection seen 
with the previous version of the method. This was shown by the fact that the new method was able 
to find the positive masking results for all the considered cases. Due to the scalability limitations 
of the original method, the original verification analyses did not use a search depth sufficient 
enough to consider all possible model interactions. Thus, the analyses with the new method 
actually found masking conditions not previously discovered. This demonstrated the improved 
detection capabilities afforded by the completeness of the new method. This is a significant result, 
because it shows that the new method does not miss critical alarm interactions.  

Not only was the new method complete but also it significantly improved scalability. In 
particular, total masking analyses across the legacy cases saw across-the-board reductions in 
verification times ranging from 66.67% to 99.97% for comparable analyses.  

The method improvements are responsible for the performance observed in synthetic case 
studies used for assessing scalability. In particular, the analysis that took the longest time to 
complete (total masking of a 10-tone alarm in the presence of eight other similarly complex 
alarms) was completed in fewer than 3 days (249,676.89 s). These results were important for the 
project, because they showed that the method can be realistically used by designers to 
evaluate the masking potential of alarms from modern medical devices. Specifically, 
for a complex configuration with up to eight alarms, each with up to 10 tones (and 10 pauses), 
it will take fewer than 3 days of computational time to run an evaluation on each alarm. 
Furthermore, analyses of different alarms can be run in parallel. Thus, a full design could be 
evaluated in 3 days with enough conventional computational resources. It is worth noting that 
eight alarms (with 10 tones each) is a fair number of alarms to consider in a given analyses 
when evaluating a design. For example, even the IEC 60601-1-8 international medical alarm 
standard specifies alarms with a maximum of 10 tones, and the standard only contains 
eight reserved alarm sounds, which themselves can have up to 10 tones. Thus, our method is 
fully capable of evaluating the alarms consistent with IEC 60601-1-8 as well as its reserved 
sounds. As such, the work presented here has the potential to allow designers to reduce the 
likelihood that alarms in their devices will be masked. This should improve the probability that 
medical practitioners will hear the alarms, respond to them appropriately, and thus avoid adverse 
health outcomes. Furthermore, the results showed that we would be able to evaluate the 
masking potential between IEC 60601-1-8 reserved alarm sounds, the results of which are 
discussed subsequently.  

More information on method testing results can be found in Bolton et al.5

AIM 1: EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION RESULTS. Our results for the experimental validation 
of the ability of our method to predict whether or not humans will hear medical alarms was spread 
across two signal detection experiments, in which the second was a replication of the first with the 
inclusion of IEC 60601-1-8’s required additional harmonics.  

Experiment 1. The results of the comparisons of miss and false-alarm rates (M and F, 
respectively) are reported in Fig. 3. These analyses showed that miss rate (M) was significantly 
higher for masking trials than for trials without masking. There was no significant difference in 
false-alarm rates (F ) between masking and nonmasking trials.  

Sensitivity (A′) and bias (B′′D)34 results are reported in Fig. 3. These showed that sensitivity was 
significantly lower for masking trials than nonmasking ones. This means that people had a more 
difficult time distinguishing between signal and noise when masking was predicted than when it 
was 



Fig. 3: Means (labeled circles) and 95% within-subject confidence intervals (horizontal bars) for miss rates 
(M), false-alarm rates (F ), sensitivity (A′), and bias (B′′D) for both the masking and nonmasking conditions 
observed during Experiment 1. Rates are presented with Anderson Darling statistics that indicate that 
differences between the paired rates of participants followed a normal distribution. Rates are also 
presented with paired T-test results and their corresponding Cohen’s d effect size. Statistical significance is 
indicated with an *. 
not. On average, bias measures were positive. This indicates that participants tended to say “Yes” 
more often than they said “No.” People tended to say “Yes” more often for masking trials than for 
nonmasking trials. This difference would have met a 0.05 significance level (p = 0.008); however, 
this failed to meet the Bonferroni-adjusted level of statistical significance of 0.05∕10 = 0.005 based 
on the 10 T tests used in analyses.  

Experiment 2. Results for the miss rate (M) and false-alarm rate (F ) analyses are shown in Fig. 
4. These showed that the miss rate was significantly higher for the masking condition than for the
nonmasking one and that there were no statistically significant differences in false-alarm rates.

Results Discussion. The results of the sensitivity (A′) and bias (B′′D) analyses are also shown in 
Fig. 4. These showed that there were significant differences between sensitivity and bias. On average, 
participants were significantly less sensitive in the masking condition than in the nonmasking 
condition. Conversely, participants had a significantly higher bias (and thus tended to say “Yes”) 
more often in the masking condition.  

The comparison of these SDT statistics to the comparable ones from Experiment 1 (see Fig. 5) 
revealed that there were no significant differences between any of them. 



Fig. 4: Means (labeled circles) and 95% within-subjects confidence intervals (horizontal bars) for miss rates 
(M), false-alarm rates (F ), sensitivity (A′), and bias (B′′D) for both the masking and nonmasking conditions 
observed during Experiment 2. Rates are presented with Anderson Darling statistics that indicate that 
differences between the paired rates of participants followed a normal distribution. Rates are 
also presented with paired T-test results and their corresponding Cohen’s d effect size. Statistical 
significance is indicated with an *. 

These results were consistent with what we hypothesized. Specifically, participants made more 
misses when sounds were masked than when they were not. In the nonmasking condition, participants 
had misses only roughly one third of the time, but in the masking condition, participants had 
misses almost 50% of the time (which would be expected by random guessing). Conversely, 
there was no significant difference in false-alarm rates between the two conditions, which happened 
roughly 30% of the time. Furthermore, participants had reduced sensitivity for masking trials than 
they did for nonmasking ones. Collectively, these results show that participants had more trouble 
distinguishing between signal and noise in the masking condition than in the nonmasking one and 
that this was predominantly because masking makes it more likely that humans will miss alarms. 
This is an important result, because it validates that the psychoacoustics of simultaneous masking 
used in our method are able to accurately predict whether or not masking will contribute to alarm 
audibility. Furthermore, the fact that there were no significant differences between the results of 
the two experiments means that the additional harmonics required by the standard do not have any 
impact on masking.  

These results are significant because, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first research to 
empirically show that masking is a problem for IEC 60601-1-8 alarms. Furthermore, our research 
showed that the masking effect is strong enough to make IEC 60601-1-8–compliant alarms 
inaudible, 



Fig. 5: Comparisons of miss rate (M), false-alarm rate (F), sensitivity (A′), and bias (B′′D) values measured in 
Experiments 1 and 2 (reported previously in Figs. 3 and 4). T-test statistics (reported with their corresponding 
Cohen’s d effect size) show that there were no statistically significant differences observed between comparable 
rates of the two experiments. Note that, due to the nature of the comparisons being done, these plots are 
presented with between-subject confidence intervals, which differ from the within-subject confidence 
intervals presented in Figs. 3 and 4. 
even with the inclusion of the requisite additional harmonics. These are powerful results, because 
they mean that the psychoacoustics of simultaneous masking can be used to make predictions 
about whether people will be able to hear alarms from the IEC 60601-1-8 international standard 
and that this can be done with only the primary harmonics of the alarms.  

Our results are of import to our method,4,6,21-23 which in turn has important implications for 
alarm design and masking in healthcare environments. First, by validating the predictive 
capabilities of the psychoacoustics that our method uses, we enable both the predictive power of our 
method to be used effectively to design and evaluate medical alarms and its use in our effort to 
evaluate the international medical alarm standard. Second, although our method can account for 
additional harmonics, doing so requires more computational time and resources. Thus, by showing 
that we only need to account for the primary harmonics in analyses, our results expand the potential 
usefulness and approachability of our method. Third, our results validate the previous analyses done 
with the method and the results that will be presented in the next section.  

More information on experimental validation of the method can be found in a prior publication.3

AIM 2: RESERVED SOUND ANALYSIS RESULTS. For the analysis of the masking potential 
between the reserved alarm sounds of IEC 60601-1-8, verifications for a given analysis took between 



3.52 seconds and 335,168.36 seconds (≈ 4 days) each, with a median time of 455.63 seconds (≈ 7.6 
minutes). Below, we present results across all three of the considered analysis conditions.  

Condition (1): High-priority sounds masking high-priority sounds. Results showing the 
minimum number of alarms required to both totally and partially mask each of the high-priority 
IEC 60601-1-8 reserved alarm sounds by other high-priority alarms at each of the considered 
volumes is shown in Fig. 6(a).  

In the total masking results, if all the alarms are at the same volume (80 dB), only the Temperature 
alarm could be totally masked by fewer than five other alarms. With the 10-dB range allowed by 
the standard (Table 3), three of the alarms (General, Drug Delivery, and Failure) can be totally 
masked by two other alarms. All the other alarm sounds can be totally masked by three other 
alarm sounds. All the high-priority alarm sounds could be masked by a minimum of two other 
alarms for volumes of 63 dB or lower (constituting a volume difference of 17 dB). At volumes of 
57 dB or lower, all but the General alarm could be totally masked by one other high-priority 
sound. There were differences in the performance of the alarms. For example, at higher volumes, 
the Oxygen alarm was the least susceptible to masking. 

In the partial masking results, all high-priority alarm sounds could be partially masked by as 
few as two other high-priority sounds for volumes between 73 and 80 dB. All alarms could be 
partially masked by at least one other alarm for volumes of 72 dB or lower. Note that this occurred 
within the 10-dB range in alarm volumes allowed by the standard. 

Condition (2): Medium- and low-priority sounds masking medium- and low-priority 
sounds. Results showing the minimum number of alarms required to both totally and partially 
mask each of the medium- and low-priority IEC 60601-1-8 reserved alarm sounds by other medium- 
and low-priority alarm sounds at each of the considered volumes is shown in Fig. 6(b).  

For the total masking analyses, when all the alarms were at the same volume (80 dB), all but 
the Cardiac and Low alarms could only be totally masked by four or more other alarms. Within 
the allowable 10-dB range of variance in alarm volume (Table 3), all but one of the alarms 
(Oxygen) could be totally masked by at least two other alarms. All analyzed alarms below 65 dB 
could be totally masked by just one other alarm. Finally, there were clear differences in alarm 
masking susceptibility at different volume levels. At higher volumes, the Oxygen and Failure 
alarms were the least susceptible, and the Cardiac and Low alarms are the most. At lower 
volumes, the Oxygen, Failure, and Low alarms were the least susceptible, whereas the Cardiac and 
Temperature alarms were the most susceptible. The Low alarm could never be totally masked by 
fewer than two other alarms.  

The partial masking results match those of the high-priority alarm sounds, in that every alarm 
could be partially masked by at least two other alarms for volumes ranging from 74 to 80 dB and 
one other alarm for volumes of 73 dB or lower.  

High-priority alarms were either just as susceptible or less susceptible to masking than their 
medium-priority counterparts. This is shown in Fig. 6(c), in which the comparable number from 
Fig. 6(b) is subtracted from its counterpart in Fig. 6(a), showing that all the numbers are greater 
than or equal to 0. Thus, the minimum number of alarms required to mask high-priority alarms is 
always the same or greater than the minimum number required to mask the respective medium-
priority sounds.  

Condition (3): Medium- and low-priority sounds masking high-priority sounds. The 
analyses of the ability for the medium- and low-priority sounds to mask the high-priority alarm 
sounds revealed that the medium- and low-priority alarms could never totally mask the high-priority 
sounds (Fig. 6[d)]. This remained true even when the high-priority sounds’ volumes were as low 
as 35 dB. The partial masking results (Fig. 6[d]) replicated those observed for the high-priority 
alarms: every alarm could be partially masked by one other alarm for volumes of 73 dB or lower or 
two alarms for higher volumes.  

Results Discussion. The results show that masking is a concern for the analyzed alarm sounds. 
Below, we discuss our results, their generalizability, and the implications for IEC 60601-1-8.  

Total Masking. The literature does not indicate how many overlapping alarms people are able to 
differentiate, even if none of them are masked. However, it is clearly better for alarms to have a higher 
number of simultaneous alarms required for masking to occur. In any case, it seems reasonable that a 



human would fail to hear one alarm when five or more are sounding. In this respect, if the alarms are 
kept at the same level (80 dB), the results of the total masking analyses (Fig. 6) are encouraging for 
three reasons. First, for the high-priority alarms, it takes between four and six other alarms (five 
and seven total alarms) to completely mask any given alarm (Fig. 6[a]). For the medium- and low-
priority alarms, it takes a minimum of between three and six other alarms (four and seven total 
alarms) to completely mask any given alarm. Of these, only two (Cardiac and Low) could be 
masked by a minimum of three others (Fig. 6[b]). The low number observed for the Low alarm is not 
particularly concerning, because it is less important than any of the other alarms that may be masking 
it. However, an examination of the counterexample produced in the Cardiac alarm analysis shows 
that it is of equal importance to its three other masking alarms. Thus, masking of the medium-
priority Cardiac alarm is a higher risk at this volume. Second, the high-priority alarms were 
consistently as or less susceptible to simultaneous masking as the lower-priority alarms were (as 
shown in Fig. 6[c]). Third, none of the high-priority alarms could be total masked in the presence of 
the medium- and low-priority alarms (Fig. 6[d]).  

However, results at the 70-dB level and below are less encouraging. When an alarm is 10 dB 
below baseline (70 dB), three of the high-priority alarms (General, Drug Delivery, and Failure), all 
but one medium-priority alarm (Oxygen), and Low, can be totally masked in the presence of only 
two other alarms at the same priority level. This is concerning, because the international alarm 
standard allows for a 10-dB variation in alarm volumes within a given designed configuration 
(Table 3). Thus, even within the standard alarm sounds of a given device, there are ways for some 
high-priority alarms and nearly every lower-priority alarm to be masked when three alarms sound 
concurrently. Moreover, alarm resilience to masking decreases with the volume of the masked alarm. 
For example, it only takes two alarms at the same priority level to mask all the medium- and low-
priority alarms at 69 dB (11 dB below the others), the high-priority Perfusion and Delivery alarms at 
68 dB (12 dB below the others), and the Cardiac and Ventilation alarms at 66 dB (14 dB below 
the others). Given that the standard does not provide a reference volume level for alarms, it is 
completely reasonable to expect such volume differences to manifest between alarms from different 
devices in a medical environment.  

At even lower volumes, many alarms can be totally masked by a minimum of one other alarm at 
volumes that could be possible between devices. The medium-priority Cardiac alarm (at 64 dB) can 
be completely masked by a medium-priority Temperature alarm. The medium-priority 
Temperature (at 63 dB) alarm can be totally masked by medium-priority General alarm. Medium-
priority Ventilation (at 60 dB) can be totally masked by medium-priority Perfusion. At lower 
volumes, all but the low-priority alarm (Low) and the General high-priority alarm can be totally 
masked by one other alarm at the same level. 

Our results also show variation in the ability of alarms to be totally masked. For high-
priority alarms, General, Oxygen, and Ventilation were the least susceptible to total masking at 
higher volumes, whereas Temperature was the most susceptible. However, performance varies at 
lower volumes. For the medium- and low-priority alarms, Oxygen is the alarm that is the most 
robust to simultaneous masking, with Failure and Ventilation also being fairly robust at higher 
volumes. Cardiac is clearly the most susceptible medium-priority alarm. In fact, the Cardiac 
medium-priority alarm was more susceptible to masking than Low, indicating that a mismatch 
exists between alarm masking susceptibility and priority.  

Partial Masking. The literature does not provide guidance about how much an alarm needs to 
be partially masked to be rendered inaudible. However, it is clear that any masking will impair 
people’s ability to perceive an alarm, especially given that there have been noted problems with the 
alarms in the standard even without the presence of masking.26,33 In this regard, the results from 
partial masking are problematic, because they show that it only takes two concurrently sounding 
alarms (either at the same priority level or between priority levels) to partially mask each of the 
analyzed alarms. At 73 dB and lower (7 dB below the others, and well within the range allow by the 
standard), it only took one other alarm to partially mask all the analyzed alarms.  
Generalizability. Although all our analyses used 80 dB (a realistic upper bound) as the baseline 
volume and although the volume of a masker does impact masking curve shape (more masking is 
afforded by 



higher volumes), these variations are minor.9 Thus, we would not expect results to significantly change 
with decreases in the base level volume with relative decreases in the volume of the analyzed alarm.

Note that IEC 60601-1-8 specifies that every alarm sound (including the reserved ones) have 
at least four additional harmonics (or subfrequencies): tones with frequencies at whole-number 
multiples of the primary frequency that are at lower volumes. These are intended to improve alarm 
audibility. However, previous work showed that our method validly predicts simultaneous 
masking using the primary alarm frequencies irrespective of whether the additional harmonics were 
included. Thus, the results presented in this paper should be valid even though we only considered the 
primary frequencies of the reserved alarm sounds.  

Given this information, our results collectively indicate that there is potential for masking 
being a serious problem for devices that are compliant with IEC 60601-1-8. This is because total 
masking can occur in the presence of three or fewer alarms, and partial masking can occur in the 
presence of one alarm, with variations in volume that are consistent for alarms within and 
between devices. If practitioners are unable to hear an alarm, they will not be able to respond to 
them. In a medical environment, where seconds can mean the difference between life and death, 
this could have profound implications for patient safety and health.  

Implications for the Standard. Our results suggest means of interpreting the IEC 60601-1-8 
reserved sounds that will minimize the effect of masking. First, for a designed configuration of 
alarms, alarms at a given priority should be kept as close to the same volume as possible. Second, 
for alarms between devices, clinical engineers should try to make similar-priority alarms as close 
to the same volumes as possible. They should not increase the volume of a particular alarm to 
improve its perceivability. These recommendations will reduce the chances that any particular alarm 
will be masked. 

Note that this is not suggesting that all alarms should be kept at the 80-dB base level. This is 
because such volumes will likely contribute to problems associated with hospital noise.25 Rather, the 
same or better performance (due to the nature of the psychoacoustics)9 will be achieved by 
keeping similarly prioritized alarms at a consistent, lower volume level. Third, IEC 60601-1-8 
allows designers to use different timings of alarm tones and pauses between them––a feature that 
is not often employed  (Table 3). Using different timings across alarms will make it harder for 
alarms to perfectly overlap and thus reduce the chance of total masking.  

To assess this third point, we created new models of the high- as well as the medium- and 
low-priority alarms from analysis conditions (1) and (2), respectively. These models were identical 
to the originals except that the timing of each alarm’s pauses and tones (each alarm’s x and tH or y 
and tM; Table 3) were assigned unique random numbers that were consistent with the 
requirements of the standard (Table 3). The generated values of these are shown in Table 4. The 
analyses for conditions (1) and (2) were then re-run. The results of these are shown in Fig. 7.  

Although partial masking results were not affected, using these unique random timings 
dramatically improved the resilience of the alarms to total masking. The random timings completely 
eliminated the ability of high-priority alarms to totally mask other high-priority alarm regardless of 
the volume of the potentially masked alarm or the number of concurrently sounding alarms (Fig. 
7[a]). Furthermore, the timings either completely eliminated the total masking of an alarm 
(for volumes of 55–80 dB for Oxygen and volumes of 75–80 dB for Drug Delivery) or 
increased the number of alarms required for total masking for the medium- and low-priority 
alarms (Fig. 7[c]). These improvements are specifically illustrated in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(d), 
which show how the number of alarms required for masking from Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(c) 
improved from the analyses under conditions (1) and (2), respectively. Thus, assigning 
unique volumes to alarm timing parameters, even within the parameters allowed by the 
standard, has the potential to significantly improve alarm audibility.  

It is well established that the alarms specified in IEC 60601-1-8 have a number of problems. This 
work demonstrates that simultaneous masking is also a concern. The uniformity of these sounds 
(their rhythm and harmonic structure) is the source of most of these problems. This paper 
demonstrates that even slight changes in temporal structure significantly reduce the probability of 
masking.  

More information on the reserved alarm analysis results can be found in other papers.6,8



Fig. 7: Graphs in (a) and (c) show results from the replication of the analyses from conditions (1) and (2), 
respectively, but using alarm models with random times assigned to all alarm tone sounding lengths and pauses. 
A ∅ indicates that no masking could occur. (b) and (d) show the increase/improvement in the minimum number 
of alarms to produce masking between these new results and the originals. (b) shows the improvement from the 
result in Fig. 6(a) to those in (a). A ∅ was treated as an 8 in the production of this graph. (d) shows the improve- 
ment from the result in Fig. 6(b) to those in (c). A ∅ was treated as a 9 in the production of this graph. 

AIM 3: PROCEDURE AND DESIGN ANALYSIS RESULTS. MAASC (see Fig. 8) was 
implemented as an easy-to-use, platform-independent, Java-based, desktop application that supports 
all the features of our method. MAASC enables analysts to model a configuration of medical IEC 
60601-1-8–compliant alarms with a simple point-and-click interface. Analysts can then use an 
integrated, industrial-grade model checker to determine if any of the alarms can be partially or totally 
masked by other modeled alarms. Built-in visualization allows analysts to identify exactly how the 
discovered masking conditions manifest (see Fig. 9). The tool further enables parameter 
exploration so that an engineer can find changes to an alarm’s design that will correct discovered 
problems. The application also supports a feature in which random, standard-compliant timing 
parameters can be automatically generated for a loaded configuration. This is useful, because 
previously discussed results showed this to be an effective strategy for avoiding total masking. 
Beyond these capabilities, MAASC enables analysts to check the standard compliance of a modeled 
configuration of alarms and, in the case of a violation, identify the exact condition of 
nonconformance. The software also contains a number of examples and tutorials to help analysts 
understand and explore MAASC’s features and help analysts check how their designed alarms will 
interact with the reserved alarm sounds of IEC 60601-1-8 (melodies that represent common types of 
alarms). As part of the tool’s creation, a new modeling system



was developed, which enables partial masking detection to occur with computational times that are 
orders of magnitude smaller than in previously published methods,5 allowing analyses that 
previously could have taken days to occur in minutes. MAASC is freely available 
online (http://fhsl.eng.buf-falo.edu/MAASC/); runs on Windows, Mac, and Linux; and allows easy 
import and export capabilities with Microsoft Excel. 

Fig. 8: MAASC main interface with three 
modeled alarms, each with two tones. 

Fig. 9: Example visualization showing how alarm 
B can be totally masked by alarms A and C. 

MAASC is a significant contribution, because it should enable medical device designers to easily 
exploit the power of our methods and the results documented in this report to create alarm designs that 
will avoid masking. In medical environments, where seconds can mean the difference between patient life 
and death, it is critical that medical practitioners be able to hear alarms. By giving engineers and 
hospitals a tool to design and deploy alarms that avoid audibility problems caused by simultaneous 
masking, MAASC has the potential to significantly improve patient safety.  
More information on MAASC is available at http://fhsl.eng.buffalo.edu/MAASC/ and in a separate article.2
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APPENDIX A: ENROLLMENT REPORTS
Experiment 1 Enrollment Report

Racial Categories 

Ethnic Categories 

Total  Not Hispanic or Latino Hispanic or Latino Unknown 

Female Male Unknown Female Male Unknown Female Male Unknown 

American Indian/Alaska Native 1 1 

Asian 3 2 5 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 1 1 2 

Black or African American 0

White 14 4 18 

More than One Race 1 1 2 

Unknown or Not Reported 0 

Total  19 7 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 28 

Experiment 2 Enrollment Report

Racial Categories 

Ethnic Categories 

Total  Not Hispanic or Latino Hispanic or Latino Unknown 

Female Male Unknown Female Male Unknown Female Male Unknown 

American Indian/Alaska Native 0 

Asian 8 1 9 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  0 

Black or African American 2 2 

White  12 3 1 16 

More than One Race 1 1 

Unknown or Not Reported 0 

Total  22 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 28 

Total Enrollment Report (for both Experiments 1 and 2)

Racial Categories 

Ethnic Categories 

Total  Not Hispanic or Latino Hispanic or Latino Unknown 

Female Male Unknown Female Male Unknown Female Male Unknown 

American Indian/Alaska Native 1 1 

Asian 11 3 14 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  1 1 2 

Black or African American 2 2 

White 26 7 1 34 

More than One Race 1 2 3 

Unknown or Not Reported 0 

Total  41 11 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 56 
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